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The Laundry Workers Local 108 adopted its constitution in October 1945. The local affiliated with the Laundry Workers' International Union and the American Federation of Labor. Collection includes separate labor agreements negotiated with the Amalgamated Associations of Laundry and Cleaning Companies, Rag Company Owners of St. Louis and union withdrawal cards.

FOLDER LISTING
1. Labor Agreement Drafts and Supplemental Agreements, 1945-1951
2. Constitutions, Bylaws and Labor Agreements, 1953-1977
3. Withdrawal Cards, 1978

PHOTOGRAPHS, #s 11182-11185 - International Union Conventions
429.1 - May 11, 13, 1970
429.2 - March 5, 1962
429.3 - May 15-17, 1961
429.4 - May 13-15, 1957
(Four 19"x12" BW prints stored in map case)
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